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Abstract
In this paper it is demonstrated that a homogeneous linear estimator for the vector of
parameters in a linear regression model is either a general ridge estimator, or a specific linear
function of a general ridge estimator which satisfies certain homogeneous linear restrictions.
As long as one is not willing to accept these restrictions also for the unknown parameter vector,
the latter set of admissible linear estimators is hardly appropriate, thus leaving general ridge
estimators as a reasonable class to choose from.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we will write L ∈ Rm,n if L is an m × n real matrix,
L ∈ Rsn if L ∈ Rn,n and is symmetric, L ∈ Rn if L ∈ Rsn and is nonnegative definite,
and L ∈ R>n if L ∈ Rn and is nonsingular. The symbols L′, L+, C(L), N(L), and
rk(L) will stand for the transpose, Moore–Penrose inverse, column space (range),
null space, and rank, respectively, of L ∈ Rm,n, while τ(L) will stand for the spectrum
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of L ∈ Rn,n. Moreover, for L ∈ Rn the symbol L1/2 will denote the (unique) matrix
in Rn satisfying L1/2L1/2 = L. If L ∈ R>n , then L−1/2 = (L1/2)−1, where
L−1/2L−1/2 = L−1. For two matrices L, M ∈ Rn,n we will write L L M when
M − L ∈ Rn . Basic results on nonnegative definiteness and the Löwner ordering
L can be found for example in [19, Section 6], while a comprehensive overview of
the Moore–Penrose inverse L+ of a matrix L is given e.g. in [7, Section 20].
Consider the linear regression model, denoted by
M = {y, X, σ 2V},
in which y is an observable random vector with expectation E(y) = X and disper-
sion D(y) = σ 2V, where X ∈ Rn,p with rk(X) = p, and V ∈ R>n are known, while
 ∈ B and σ 2 ∈  are unknown parameters. The sets B and  reflect prior knowl-
edge about the parameters. If no prior knowledge is available, then B = Rp,1 and
 = (0,∞).
LetF denote the set of all linear estimators of , i.e.,
F = {Fy + f : F ∈ Rp,n, f ∈ Rp,1}.
Then the quadratic risk (mean square error) of Fy + f ∈F is
(Fy + f; ) = E[(Fy + f − )′(Fy + f − )].
A linear estimator Ay + a ∈F is said to be admissible for  if there does not
exist Gy + g ∈F such that the inequality
(Gy + g; )  (Ay + a; ),
holds for every pair (, σ 2) ∈ B×  and is strict for at least one such pair.
For the caseB×  = Rp,1 × (0,∞), an important subclass of admissible homo-
geneous linear estimators for  is the class of general ridge estimators
̂K = T−1K X′V−1y, TK = S + K, S = X′V−1X,
where K ∈ Rp , cf. [16]. The choices K = kIp for some k > 0 and K = ρS for some
ρ > 0 yield simple ridge and shrunken estimators, respectively, while K = 0p,p
gives the generalized least squares estimator
̂ = (X′V−1X)−1X′V−1y.
In the following section we will show that in case B×  = Rp,1 × (0,∞) a
homogeneous linear estimator ˜ = Ay is admissible for  among the set F if and
only if
˜ = ̂K − T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+R̂K
for some K ∈ Rp and R ∈ Rr,p. From the identity RT−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+R = R it is
clear that
R−K = T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+
is a generalized inverse of R, i.e., RR−KR = R, so that any admissible homogeneous
linear estimator can be written as a specific oblique projection
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˜ = (Ip − R−KR)̂K
of ̂K ontoN(R). Therefore,
R˜ = 0r,1
irrespective of the outcome of y. In case R = 0r,p such a kind of restriction on an
estimator is usually unwanted when the linear model is considered with unrestricted
parameter space B = Rp,1 for estimation of . On the other hand, if for a given
matrix R ∈ Rr×p homogeneous linear restrictions R = 0r,1 hold, thenB =N(R),
and R˜ = 0r,1 is well known to be inevitable for admissibility of a homogeneous
linear estimator ˜, cf. [1,2].
In the next two sections, a complete characterization of admissible homogeneous
as well as admissible nonhomogeneous linear estimators under no restrictions, homo-
geneous linear restrictions, and nonhomogeneous linear restrictions is given, shed-
ding a new light on the structure of admissible linear estimators in linear regression.
2. Admissible homogeneous linear estimation
Cohen [5] investigated admissibility of linear estimators in the context of a simple
location model {y, , σ 2In}, while Rao [16] gave an extensive study of the problem for
the more general model M = {y, X, σ 2V} withB×  = Rp,1 × (0,∞). Admissi-
ble homogeneous linear estimators can be characterized in the following way.
Lemma 1. Under the linear model M with B×  = Rp,1 × (0,∞) and for A ∈
Rp,n, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Ay is admissible for  among the setF,
(ii) XAV ∈ Rsn and τ(AX) ⊂ [0, 1],
(iii) A = S−1/2HS−1/2X′V−1 for some H ∈ Rsp with τ(H) ⊂ [0, 1].
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved in [1, Corollary 1]. If (iii) is sat-
isfied for some appropriate H, then XAV ∈ Rsn and the nontrivial eigenvalues of
AX coincide with the nontrivial eigenvalues of H so that (ii) holds. Conversely, let
(ii) be satisfied and let H = S1/2AXS−1/2. Then H = S1/2S−1SAXS−1/2 =
S−1/2X′V−1XAXS−1/2 ∈ Rsp, since V−1XA ∈ Rsn. The nontrivial eigenvalues of
H coincide with the nontrivial eigenvalues of AX, so that τ(H) ⊂ [0, 1]. Even-
tually, S−1/2H′S−1/2X′V−1 = S−1X′A′X′V−1 = S−1X′V−1XA = A, which shows
(iii). 
Note that the equivalence between (i) and (iii) is also stated in [10, Theorem 3],
where admissibility is considered among the set {Fy : F ∈ Rp,n}.
The following lemma gives useful results on nonnegative definite and positive
definite matrices.
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Lemma 2. The following statements hold:
(i) For matrices L, M ∈ Rn , the inequality L L M holds if and only if C(L) ⊆
C(M) and τ(LM+) ⊂ [0, 1].
(ii) For matrices L, M ∈ R>n , the inequality L L M holds if and only if M−1 L
L−1.
(iii) If L ∈ R>n and U ∈ Rn,p, then
L−1 − L−1U(U′L−1U)+U′L−1 = (QULQU)+,
where QU = In − UU+.
Proof. A proof of statement (i) can be found e.g. in [11, Lemma]. Statement (ii) is
well known, see also [3,18] for more general results involving generalized inverses.
Statement (iii) can be deduced as a special case of Corollary 3 in [4]. 
Note that in the above statement (iii) the matrix (QULQU)+ can also be written
as
(QULQU)+ = QU(QULQU)+ = (QULQU)+QU = QU(QULQU)+QU
in view of C[(QULQU)+] = C(QU).
We can now state our main result, which gives insight into the structure of all
admissible homogeneous linear estimators in a linear regression model.
Theorem 1. Under the linear modelM withB×=Rp,1 × (0,∞),a homogeneous
linear estimator ˜ = Ay is admissible for  among the setF if and only if
˜ = ̂K − T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+R̂K
for some K ∈ Rp and some R ∈ Rr,p.
Proof. Let
B = T−1K X′V−1 − T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+RT−1K X′V−1
for some K ∈ Rp and some R ∈ Rr,p. To show that By is admissible for , it is
enough, due to Lemma 1, to demonstrate τ(BX) ⊂ [0, 1], since XBV is clearly sym-
metric. The nontrivial eigenvalues of BX coincide with the nontrivial eigenvalues
of
D = S1/2T−1K S1/2 − S1/2T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+RT−1K S1/2,
which is a symmetric matrix. Now, the matrices R′(RT−1K R′)+R and TK are both
symmetric nonnegative definite, whereC(R′(RT−1K R′)+R)⊆C(TK) is satisfied since
TK is in addition nonsingular. Moreover, R′(RT−1K R′)+RT
−1
K has only eigenvalues




′ = Ir . This shows
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R′(RT−1K R
′)+R L TK




1/2 L S1/2T−1K S
1/2,
which gives 0p,p L D, so that all eigenvalues of D are real nonnegative. From the
inequality S L TK it follows T−1K L S−1 by Lemma 2(ii) and hence
T−1K L S
−1 + T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+RT−1K ,
which in turn yields
S1/2T−1K S
1/2 L Ip + S1/2T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+RT−1K S1/2,
or equivalently D L Ip. This shows τ(BX) = τ(D) ⊂ [0, 1], thus confirming
admissibility of By.
Conversely assume that Ay is admissible for  amongF. Then by Lemma 1
A = S−1/2HS−1/2X′V−1
for some H ∈ Rsp with τ(H) ⊂ [0, 1]. We will show that for any such matrix H there
exist K ∈ Rp and R ∈ Rr,p with A = B.
Let R ∈ Rr,p be any matrix such that C(R′) =N(S−1/2HS−1/2). (Such a matrix
always exists for some appropriate r .) Then
C(S−1/2HS−1/2) = C[(S−1/2HS−1/2)+] =N(R) = C(QR′),
where QR′ = Ip − R+R. This yields the identities
QR′S−1/2HS−1/2 = S−1/2HS−1/2 = S−1/2HS−1/2QR′
and
QR′(S−1/2HS−1/2)+ = (S−1/2HS−1/2)+ = (S−1/2HS−1/2)+QR′ .
Let
K = (S−1/2HS−1/2)+ − QR′SQR′ .
Then by Lemma 2(i) K ∈ Rp , i.e.,
QR′SQR′ L (S−1/2HS−1/2)+,
since C(QR′SQR′) = C(QR′) = C[(S−1/2HS−1/2)+] and the nontrivial eigenvalues
of the matrix QR′SQR′S−1/2HS−1/2 coincide with the nontrivial eigenvalues of H,
so that τ(QR′SQR′S−1/2HS−1/2) ⊂ [0, 1]. Now, the identity
QR′TKQR′ = (S−1/2HS−1/2)+
yields
S−1/2HS−1/2 = (QR′TKQR′)+ = T−1K − T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+RT−1K ,
where the last identity follows from Lemma 2(iii). Hence there exist R and K ∈ Rp
with A = B. 
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Remark 1. From Theorem 1 every admissible homogeneous linear estimator ˜ for
 is of the form ˜ = P̂K, where ̂K is a general ridge estimator for some K ∈ Rp ,
and
P = Ip − R−KR, R−K = T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+
for some R ∈ Rr,p. Since P = P2 and TKP = P′TK, the oblique projector P onto
C(P) =N(R) can also be seen as an orthogonal projector with respect to the inner
product 〈x, y〉 = x′TKy for x, y ∈ Rp,1, see e.g. [15, p. 47].
Remark 2. The matrix R′(RT−1K R′)+R does not depend on the specific choice of
the generalized inverse of RT−1K R′, that is R′(RT
−1
K R
′)+R = R′(RT−1K R′)−R for






′ = RT−1K R′.
As already noted in the introduction, it is clear from Theorem 1 that each admis-
sible homogeneous linear estimator ˜ satisfies R˜ = 0r,1 for every outcome of y.
Such restrictions are meaningless only in case R = 0r,p, i.e., ˜ = ̂K. It is also clear
that linear restrictions R̂K = 0r,1 cannot be true for some nonzero matrix R, since
T−1K X′V−1 is of full row rank. This means that we have in fact two disjoint sets of
admissible homogeneous linear estimators for , namely all general ridge estima-
tors on one side and all specific projections of general ridge estimators satisfying
nontrivial homogeneous linear restrictions on the other side.
Markiewicz [12] considers homogeneous linear admissible estimators for which
are also linearly sufficient, and demonstrates that this class of estimators coincides
with the class of general ridge estimators. In light of our results, imposing the prop-
erty of linear sufficiency on an admissible homogeneous linear estimator ˜ under
a linear model with B = Rp,1, is equivalent to requiring that no nontrivial restric-
tions of the form R˜ = 0r,p are satisfied. Further results on linear sufficiency and
admissibility for more elaborate sets B are given in [8,13].
Similar to Theorem 1, we can give a characterization of admissible homogeneous
linear estimators when homogeneous linear restrictions
R = 0r,1
hold, in which case B =N(R), where R ∈ Rr,p is given.
Theorem 2. Under the linear model M with B×  =N(R) × (0,∞) for a given
matrix R ∈ Rr,p, a homogeneous linear estimator ˜ = Ay is admissible for  among
the setF if and only if
˜ = ̂K − T−1K R′∗(R∗T−1K R′∗)+R∗̂K
for some K ∈ Rp and some R∗ ∈ Rr∗,p with C(R′) ⊆ C(R′∗).
Proof. From our Theorem 1 and Theorem 1 in [2] it follows that ˜ = Ay is admis-
sible for  amongF if and only if
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˜ = ̂K − T−1K R′∗(R∗T−1K R′∗)+R∗̂K
for some K ∈ Rp and some matrix R∗ ∈ Rr∗,p, and in addition
R˜ = 0r,p
for every outcome of y. By combining the latter with the former identity, it is seen
that R˜ = 0r,p for every y is equivalent to
R = RT−1K R′∗(R∗T−1K R′∗)+R∗,
which in turn is satisfied if and only if C(R′) ⊆ C(R′∗). 
WhenB =N(R), any admissible homogeneous linear estimator ˜ for  satisfies
R∗˜ = 0r∗,1 and hence, due toN(R∗) ⊆N(R), also R˜ = 0r,1. Therefore, similar
to the situation whenB = Rp,1, there exist admissible estimators which satisfy even
more homogeneous linear restrictions than required by B, which is unwanted when
the specification of B is assumed to be correct.
3. Admissible linear estimation
From [1, Theorem 2] we know that under the linear model M with B×  =
Rp,1 × (0,∞), a linear estimator Ay + a is admissible for  among the setF if and
only if Ay is admissible for  among F and in addition a ∈ C(Ip − AX). Using
this fact, it is not difficult to derive a characterization of admissible (not necessarily
homogeneous) linear estimators, which is similar to Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Under the linear model M with B×  = Rp,1 × (0,∞), a linear
estimator ˜ = Ay + a is admissible for  among the setF if and only if
˜ = ̂K,g − T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+R(̂K,g − g)
for some K ∈ Rp , some R ∈ Rr,p, and some g ∈ Rp,1.
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 1 by noting that a ∈ C(Ip − AX) if and
only if a = g − AXg for some vector g ∈ Rp,1. 
When we consider linear restrictions
R = r
for a given matrix R ∈ Rr,p and a given vector r ∈ Rr,1 such that r ∈ C(R), we can
write B = {R+r +N(R)}. A characterization of admissible linear estimators for
this case can be given as follows.
Corollary 2. Under the linear model M with B×  = {R+r +N(R)} × (0,∞)
for a given matrix R ∈ Rr,p and a given vector r ∈ C(R), a linear estimator ˜ =
Ay + a is admissible for  among the setF if and only if
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˜ = ̂K,g − T−1K R′∗(R∗T−1K R′∗)+R∗(̂K,g − g)
for some K ∈ Rp , some R∗ ∈ Rr∗,p with C(R′) ⊆ C(R′∗), and some g ∈ Rp,1 with
Rg = r.
Proof. According to the results in [1,2], a linear estimator Ay + a is admissible for
 among F if and only if Ay is admissible for  and a = (Ip − AX)g for some g
satisfying Rg = r. Hence, the assertion follows from Theorem 2. 
In the following section we discuss some known linear estimators (homogeneous
or nonhomogeneous) and demonstrate how they can be obtained from the above
representations.
4. Examples
Let us consider the linear regression model M = {y, X, σ 2V} with parameter
space B×  = Rp,1 × (0,∞). According to Corollary 1, a linear estimator ˜ =
Ay + a (not necessarily homogeneous) is admissible for  among the set of all linear
estimators if and only if
˜ = ̂K,g − T−1K R′(RT−1K R′)+R(̂K,g − g)
for some K ∈ Rp , some R ∈ Rr,p, and some g ∈ Rp,1, where
̂K,g = T−1K (X′V−1y + Kg), TK = S + K, S = X′V−1X.
Specific choices of K, R and g yield known estimators. As already noted in the
introduction, the choices K = kIp for some k > 0, R = 0r,p, and g = 0p,1 give the
simple ridge estimator
˜ = (X′V−1X + kIp)−1X′V−1y,
which can be useful when X′V−1X is ill-conditioned, see [9], while the choices
K = S for some  > 0, R = 0r,p, and g = 0p,1 lead to the shrunken estimator
˜ = 1
1 +  (X
′V−1X−1)−1X′V−1y,
which shrinks each component of the generalized least squares estimator
̂ = (X′V−1X−1)−1X′V−1y
by 1/(1 + ), see [14].
As an example for a nonhomogeneous linear estimator ̂K,g, one may consider
˜ = (X′V−1X + kZ′Z)−1(X′V−1y + kZ′z),
which follows from the choices K = kZ′Z for some k > 0 and some matrix Z, and
g = Z+z for some vector z, see [6] for an investigation of such a kind of estimator
(for nonstochastic k, z and Z).
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For a linear admissible estimator with nonzero matrix R consider an orthogonal
matrix T = (Tr , Tp−r ) which diagonalizes X′V−1X, i.e., T′X′V−1XT = , being
diagonal such that the first r diagonal elements are the r largest. The matrix Tr
consists of the first r columns of T, while Tp−r consists of the remaining p − r
columns. Then the principal components estimator
˜ = Tr (T′rX′V−1XTr )−1T′rX′V−1y
= ̂− (X′V−1X)−1Tp−r [T′p−r (X′V−1X)−1Tp−r ]−1T′p−r ̂
follows from the choices K = 0p,p, R = T′p−r and g = 0p,1. The principal compo-
nents estimator aims to improve estimation by admitting homogeneous linear restric-
tions T′p−r = 0p−r,1. Choosing K = kTrT′r instead of K = 0p,p yields the more
general r–k class estimator
˜ = Tr (T′rX′V−1XTr + kIr )−1T′rX′V−1y, k  0,
which is a combination of simple ridge and principal components estimation, see for
example [17].
The principal components estimator is a special restricted least squares estimator
̂r = ̂− (X′V−1X)−1R′[R(X′V−1X)−1R′]+(R̂− r),
which follows from the choices K = 0p,p and g = R+r for some r ∈ C(R). Clearly
̂r satisfies R̂r = r, which is unwanted when B = Rp but inevitable when B =
{R+r +N(R)}. In practical applications sometimes no proper description ofB can
be given, corresponding to some prior knowledge that linear restrictions R = r are
‘almost’ satisfied. In such a situation one may want to use ̂r , which is admissible
for  in both cases B = Rp,1 and B = {R+r +N(R)}.
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